
Guru Nanak College, Dhanbad
Department of English and Readers' Club

commemorates
World Poetry Day 2024

Dhanbad, March 21, 2024: The Department of English and Readers' Club, Guru Nanak
College, in collaboration, commemorated World Poetry Day on the theme of the year
"Standing on the Shoulders of Giants." The occasion, held at the Bank More Campus,
brought together students and faculty to delve into the profound realm of Confessional
Poetry, underlining the enduring influence of literary greats on contemporary expressions.

The event commenced with an Introduction by Dr. Varsha Singh, setting the stage for an
insightful exploration of poetic traditions and innovation. Prof. Amarjit Singh, Head of the
Department of English, extended a Warm Welcome Address, emphasizing the importance of
celebrating the poetic heritage and fostering a love for literature among the attendees.

A series of captivating Poetry Performances ensued, featuring Muskan Mahto, Rupa
Malhotra, Ritika Sharma, Mohammad Saif, Aman Verma, Mayank Tomar, Payal Hazra,
Khushi Singh, Shreya Sharma, Hafsa Noor, Saloni Shekhar, Aparajita Gupta, and Riya Singh.
Each performance showcased the students' prowess in interpreting and presenting
Confessional Poetry, reflecting on personal experiences and universal truths.

In a creative endeavor, students also engaged in face painting, aligning their artistic
expressions with the themes explored in their poems, thereby adding a visual dimension to
the poetic experience.

Dr. Sanjay Prasad, Principal of Guru Nanak College, delivered a thought-provoking Address
on the significance of World Poetry Day, emphasizing the transformative power of poetry in
shaping perspectives and fostering empathy in today's society. He commended the students
for their exceptional performances and encouraged continued engagement with literary arts.

Sardar R S Chahal, President of Guru Nanak College, graced the occasion with his
Presidential Address, underscoring the college's commitment to nurturing creative expression
and intellectual growth among its students.

The event concluded with a Concluding Talk on Confessional Poetry, shedding light on its
historical context and contemporary relevance, followed by a Vote of Thanks delivered by
Prof. Dipak Kumar, expressing gratitude to all participants and contributors for their
invaluable contributions.

Dr. Varsha Singh spearheaded the coordination and conceptualization of the program, with
the unwavering support of esteemed faculty members including Dr. Ranjana Das, Dr. Neeta



Ojha, Prof. Santosh Kumar, Sadhna Singh, Snehal Goswami, Ghanishtha Verma, and
Anuradha Kumari, whose dedication enriched the event.

Guru Nanak College reaffirmed its commitment to promoting literary appreciation and
fostering a vibrant cultural milieu, acknowledging the profound impact of poetry in shaping
human consciousness and understanding.

The winners of the event were as follows:

First position: Khushi Singh (Dept of English), Hafsa Noor (Dept of Commerce)
Second position: Riya Singh (Dept of English)
Third position: Payal Hazra (Dept of English), Shreya Sharma (Dept of English)








